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Abstra t
Rei henba h's prin iple of a probabilisti ommon ause of probabilisti orrelations is formulated in
terms of relativisti quantum eld theory and the problem is raised whether orrelations in relativisti
quantum eld theory between events represented by proje tions in lo al observable algebras A(V1 ) and
A(V2 ) pertaining to spa elike separated spa etime regions V1 and V2 an be explained by nding a
probabilisti ommon ause of the orrelation in Rei henba h's sense. While this problem remains open,
it is shown that if all superluminal orrelations predi ted by the va uum state between events in A(V1 )
and A(V2 ) have a genuinely probabilisti ommon ause, then the lo al algebras A(V1 ) and A(V2 ) must
be statisti ally independent in the sense of C  -independen e.

1 Introdu tion
As a onsequen e of violation of Bell's inequality in algebrai relativisti quantum eld theory (ARQFT)
[16℄, [17℄, [18℄, [19℄ [20℄, [23℄ (see [22℄ and [21℄ for reviews) ARQFT predi ts superluminal orrelations, i.e.
orrelaions between events represented by proje tions belonging to von Neumann algebras that pertain
to spa elike separated spa etime regions. Unless one takes the position that orrelations need not be
explained at all, a position taken by Van Fraassen for example [25℄, one would like to say either of the
following
1. There exists a dire t ausal onne tion between the orrelated events
2. There exists a probabilisti ommon ause of the orrelation
In fa t, in the ase of superluminal orrelations one would not like to say 1. { and onsider it true,
too, sin e spa elike separated events are not supposed to ausally in uen e ea h other. Yet, option 1.
is not a priori impossible, for it an happen that ARQFT does not omply with the no-a tion-at-adistan e prin iple, despite the fa t that this theory was onstru ted pre isely with the aim of reating a
quantum theory that omplies with the no-a tion-at-a-distan e prin iple. However, to laim that there
is (or that there is not) ausal onne tion between spa elike separated events, one has to spe ify \ ausal
onne tion" in terms of ARQFT pre isely enough to be able to prove absen e/presen e of a ausal link.
There exist reasonable (and apparently di erent [10℄) de nitions (of absen e) of a ausal link between
proje tions as events, su h as Sto hasti Einstein Lo ality [6℄, [9℄, its strengthening alled Sto hasti
Haag Lo ality [8℄ and ounterfa tual probabilisti ausal onne tion [2℄, [11℄. While there remain some
open questions on erning the status in ARQFT of these (and of di erent versions [3℄ of these) notions
of prohibition of superluminal ausal link, results have been obtained showing that ARQFT is free from
a dire t superluminal ausal onne tion between spa elike events in the sense of most of these de nitions
{ despite presen e of superluminal orrelations in the theory. These negative results on 1. leave one
with option 2. The aim of this paper is to investigate this option 2. More pre isely, we wish to spe ify
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Rei henba h's notion of a probabilisti ommon ause [13℄ in terms of ARQFT in order to raise the
problem of whether superluminal orrelations predi ted by ARQFT an be ausally explained in eld
theory in the sense of Rei henba h's probabilisti theory of ommon ause suitably adapted to ARQFT.
In what follows, rst we summarize brie y Rei henba h's ommon ause prin iple, and in parti ular his
notion of \s reening o " (se tion 2). We shall distinguish two types of s reening o : the strong one, in
whi h the ausing event a tually implies both of the orrelated events; and the genuinely probabilisti
ase, in whi h the probabilisti ause does not entail any of the orrelated events. In se tion 3 the
basi notions of ARQFT will be re alled, together with results showing the existen e of superluminal
orrelations. This is followed in se tion 4 by a de nition of Rei henba h's prin iple of ommon ause in
ARQFT. We wish to stress that we are not able to give an answer to the apparently diÆ ult question
(Problem in se tion 4) of whether the superluminal orrelations predi ted by ARQFT have a probabilisti
ommon ause in general. It is shown in se tion 4, however, that if ea h single superluminal orrelation
predi ted by the va uum state between events in A(V1 ) and A(V2 ) has a genuinely probabilisti ommon
ause, then the lo al algebras A(V1 ) and A(V2 ) must be statisti ally independent in the sense of C  independen e. In view of the re ent results on the statisti al independen e of algebras [4℄ it follows then
that the existen e of truly probabilisti ommon auses entails that the algebras satisfy a number of
equivalent independen e onditions (see the on luding remarks in se tion 5).

2 Rei henba h's ommon ause prin iple
Let A and B be two events and p(A) and p(B ) be their probabilities. If the joint probability p(AB ) of
A and B is greater than the produ t of the single probabilities, i.e. if
p(AB ) > p(A)p(B )
(1)
then the events A and B are said to be orrelated. A ording to Rei henba h ([13℄, Se tion 19), a
probabilisti ommon ause explanation of a orrelation like (1) means nding a third event C ( ause)
su h that the following (independent) onditions hold:
p(AB jC )
p(AB jC ? )
p(AjC )
p(B jC )

= p(AjC )p(B jC )
(2)
?
?
= p(AjC )p(B jC )
(3)
> p(AjC ? )
(4)
?
> p(B jC )
(5)
where p(X jY ) denotes here the onditional probability of X on ondition Y , and it is assumed that none
of the probabilities p(X ), (X = A; B; C ) is equal to zero.
Rei henba h shows that onditions (2)-(5) imply (1), if one assumes that the onditional probabilities
are de ned in the standard way as p(AjC ) = p(AC )=p(C ) et . Condition (2) has be ome known as
\s reening o ", it expresses \... the fa t that relative to the ause C the events A and B are mutually
independent" ([13℄ p. 159); that is to say the ommon ause event C \s reens o " the orrelation in the
sense that onditionalizing the probability measure p by C , the onditioned probability p(jC ) renders
the two events A and B statisti ally independent. One way to interpret the s reening o ondition (2) is
to re-write it as
p(AjBC ) = p(AjC )
(6)
p(B jAC ) = p(B jC )
(7)
Conditions (6)-(7) an be read as saying that \knowing the ause C already yields enough information
to predi t the probability of the event A(B ), information on B (A) is redundant".
Noti e that there exist two opposite ways the s reening o ondition (2) an be satis ed: (i) It an
happen that, in addition to being a probabilisti ommon ause, the event C (thought of as an element in
a Boolean algebra) is ontained both in A and in B , C  A, C  B , and, as another extreme, (ii) it an
also happen that C is a probabilisti ause that is ontained neither in A nor in B . Case (i) means that
the event C is not simply a probabilisti ommon ause but a ause that ne essarily entails the events A
and B , and the s reening o ondition (2) holds then in a trivial way. Given a orrelation between A
and B , if a probabilisti ommon ause C an be found su h that (in addition to the onditions (2)-(5))
C  A and C  B also is the ase, then we say that the orrelation an be s reened o in the strong
sense. We refer to the situation (ii) by alling C a truly (genuinely) probabilisti
ommon ause.
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3 Superluminal orrelations in quantum eld theory
Re all that A is a quasilo al C  -algebra of relativisti quantum eld theory if A is the uniform losure of
a net fA(V )g of (stri tly) lo al C  -algebras A(V ) (with ommon unit) asso iated with the open, bounded
subsets V of the Minkowski spa e M , where the net has the following properties:
(i) isotony: if V1 is ontained in V2 , then A(V1 ) is a subalgebra of A(V2 );
(ii) mi ro ausality: if V1 is spa elike separated from V2 , then every element of A(V1 ) ommutes with
every element of A(V2 );
(iii) relativisti ovarian e: there is a representation of the identity- onne ted omponent P of the
Poin are group by automorphisms on A su h that (g)A(V ) = A(gV ) for all V and g 2 P ;
Part of the axioms of relativisti quantum eld theory is also the assumption of existen e of at least one
physi al representation of the quasilo al C  -algebra A, whi h means mathemati ally that one postulates
the existen e of an -invariant state 0 (va uum state) su h that
(iv) the spe trum ondition holds in the orresponding y li (GNS) representation (H0 ; 0 ; 0 ).
In this representation one an identify the lo al algebras representing the observables with the von
Neumann algebras 0 (A(V ))00 . One then has a net of von Neumann algebras having the properties
(i)-(iv). In what follows we assume that fA(V )g is a net of von Neumann algebras having properties
(i)-(iv), and it also is assumed that the net is in fa t an irredu ible va uum representation of a net of
lo al C  -algebras. (For these axioms, see [5℄ and [7℄.)
Let V1 and V2 be two spa elike separated spa etime regions and A 2 A(V1 ) and B 2 A(V2 ) be two
proje tions. If  is a state on the quasilo al algebra A, then it an happen very well that
(AB ) > (A)(B )

(8)

0 (AB ) > 0 (A)0 (B )

(9)

If (8) is the ase, then we say that there is superluminal orrelation between A and B in state .
A typi al example of superluminal orrelation is the one predi ted by the va uum state 0 : If V1 and
V2 are two spa elike separated tangent double one regions, or two spa elike separated omplementary
wedge regions in the Minkowski spa etime, then
for some proje tions A 2 A(V1 ); B 2 A(V2 ).
The existen e of su h A; B is a onsequen e of the fa t that the va uum state violates Bell's inequality
for the said regions in \every" eld theory; pthat is to say, the Bell orrelation (0 ; A(V1 ); A(V2 )) de ned
below by (11) takes on its maximal value ( 2), so the Bell orrelation violates Bell's inequality, whi h in
this notation reads:
Bell's inequality:
(0 ; A(V1 ); A(V2 ))  1
(10)
(0 ; A(V1 ); A(V2 ))  sup   0 (X1 (Y1 + Y2 ) + X2 (Y1 Y2 ))
(11)
(The supremum in (11) is taken over selfadjoint ontra tions in the respe tive algebras: X 2 A(V1 ); Y 2
A(V2 ). For further details and for a review of the pre ise statements on erning Bell's inequality in
ARQFT see [22℄ and [21℄.) Sin e a produ t state satis es Bell's inequality, 0 annot be a produ t state
a ross the algebras A(V1 ); A(V2 ), i.e. there exist selfadjoint ontra tions X 2 A(V1 ); Y 2 A(V2 ) su h
that 0 (XY ) 6= 0 (X )0 (Y ), whi h implies that 0 (P1 P2 ) 6= 0 (P1 )0 (P2 ) for some spe tral proje tions
P1 ; P2 of X and Y respe tively, hen e either 0 (P1 P2 ) > 0 (P1 )0 (P2 ) or 0 (P1? P2 ) > 0 (P1? )0 (P2 )
holds.
I

Xi ;Yj

I

i

4 Do superluminal orrelations have a probabilisti
ause?

j

ommon

We wish to raise the problem whether the orrelations of the type (8) an be explained by nding a
ommon ause in Rei henba h's sense. To make this problem pre ise we have to adopt Rei henba h's
notion of ommon ause to the situation in ARQFT. This is done in the next de nition.
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De nition: Let V1 and V2 be two spa elike separated (open, bounded) spa etime regions, BLC (V1 ) and
BLC (V2 ) be their ba kward light ones, and fA(V )g be a net of lo al algebras satisfying the standard
axioms. We say that the pair of algebras A(V1 )A(V2 ) satis es (Rei henba h's) S reening o Prin iple i
for any state  over the quasilo al algebra A and for any pair of proje tions A 2 A(V1 ) B 2 A(V2 ) we
have the following: if (AB ) > (A)(B ) then there exists a proje tion C in the von Neumann algebra
A(V ) that is asso iated with a region V lying within the interse tion BLC (V1 ) \ BLC (V2 ) su h that
(C ) 6= 0 6= (C ? ) and C satis es the following onditions:
(i) C ommutes with both A and B
(ii) the onditions below (analogous to (2), (3), (4) and (5)) hold:
(ABC )
(C )
(ABC ? )
(C ? )
(AC )
(C )
(BC )
(C )

) (BC )
= ((AC
C ) (C )
? ) (BC ? )
= ((AC
C ? ) (C ? )
(AC ? )
>
(C ? )
(BC ? )
>
(C ? )

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

We say that the S reening o Prin iple holds in ARQFT i for every pair of spa elike separated spa etime regions V1 ; V2 the S reening o Prin iple holds for the pair A(V1 )A(V2 ). Just like in the ase of
Rei henba h's formulation, one an distinguish the strong and genuinely probabilisti versions of probabilisti ommon ause in ARQFT and one an speak a ordingly of the S reening o Prin iple holding
in ARQFT in the strong and genuinely probabilisti sense.
The S reening o Prin iple as spe i ed above di ers slightly from Rei henba h's in two respe ts:
First, sin e ARQFT is a non- ommutative theory, one has to require expli itly the ommutativity of
the events involved { unless one is willing to expand Rei henba h's s heme and repla e it by a theory
of \non- ommutative s reening o ", involving non- ommutative onditionalization, whi h we do not
wish to onsider here. (See the paper [24℄ for an analysis of some te hni al diÆ ulties on erning the
generalization of Rei henba h's s heme to non-distributive event stru tures.) Se ond, the ommon ause
event C is required in the above de nition to lie in the ommon ausal past of the two orrelated events.
This latter ondition was not part of Rei henba h's original theory. It ould not be be ause that theory
was not formulated within the framework of Minkowski spa etime. But it is lear that as soon as one is
in a theory, where there is an underlying ausal stru ture to onsider, like in ARQFT, the ondition that
C be ausally not dis onne ted from either A or B must be required, otherwise one ould hardly talk
about a ommon ause explanation in relativisti sense.
We are now in the position to ask
Problem: Does ARQFT satisfy the S reening o Prin iple?
As we have indi ated already, we are not able to answer this question, nor do we know of any result
that would give a partial answer, positive or negative. What will be seen below is that the existen e
of a genuinely probabilisti ommon ause of every va uum orrelation entails C  -independen e of the
algebras involved. To show this we re all rst the relevant de nitions.
Two C  -subalgebras A1 ; A2 of the C  -algebra C are alled C  -independent, if for any state 1 on
A1 and for any state 2 on A2 there is a state  on C su h that (A) = 1 (A) and (B ) = 2 (B )
(A 2 A1 ; B 2 A2 ). The C  -independen e of the pair (A1 ; A2 ) means that no preparation in any state of
the system des ribed by A1 an ex lude any preparation of the system des ribed by A2 . That is to say,
any two partial states 1 and 2 an be prepared by the same preparation pro edure. Algebras pertaining
to (regular shaped) spa elike separated spa etime regions are C  -independent (see pre ise statements in
[22℄); in parti ular algebras over spa elike separated tangent double ones are C  -independent. A losely
related notion of independen e is W  -independen e: Two von Neumann subalgebras N1 ; N2 of the von
Neumann algebra N are alled W  -independent, if for any normal state 1 on N1 and for any normal state
2 on N2 there is a normal state  on N su h that (A) = 1 (A) and (B ) = 2 (B ) (A 2 N1 ; B 2 N2 ).
The two von Neumann subalgebras N1 ; N2 are alled W  -independent in the produ t sense if they are
4

W  -independent and  an be hosen su h that (AB ) = (A)(B ) (A 2 N1 ; B 2 N2 ). The ordered
pair (N1 ; N2 ) of von Neumann subalgebras of the von Neumann lagebra N is alled stri tly lo al if for
any proje tion A 2 N1 and any normal state 2 on N2 there exists a normal state  on N that extends
2 and su h that (A) = 1. (For the origin and a detailed analysis of the interrelation of these and other

statisti al independen e notions see the review [21℄ and the referen es therein.)
Proposition: Let V1 ; V2 be two open, bounded spa elike separated spa etime regions and A(V1 ); A(V2 )
be the two von Neumann algebras in a net of von Neumann algebras satisfying the standard onditions. If
ea h single orrelation between proje tions of A(V1 ); A(V2 ) predi ted by the va uum state has a genuinely
probabilisti ommon ause explanation in the sense des ribed in the De nition, then the two algebras
A(V1 ); A(V2 ) are C  -independent.
Proof: The statement is an easy onsequen e of the powerful, non-trivial S hlieder-Roos and ReehS hlieder theorems. The S hlieder-Roos theorem [15℄, [14℄ says that if A1 and A2 mutually ommute (i.e.
XY = Y X for all X 2 A1 ; Y 2 A2 ) then C  -independen e of A1 ; A2 is equivalent to the following ondition (\S hlieder property"): XY 6= 0 whenever 0 6= X 2 A1 ; 0 6= Y 2 A2 (re ently Florig and Summers
have proved that the S hlieder-Roos theorem remains valid without assuming mutual ommutativity of
the algebras; see the Proposition 3 in [4℄). The Reeh-S hlieder theorem says that the va uum ve tor
0 is both y li and separating for any lo al algebra belonging to a region V with non-empty ausal
omplement; in other words, no non-zero positive element in A(V ) an annihilate the va uum ve tor: if
0  X 2 A(V ) and X 0 = 0 then X = 0. By the S hlieder-Roos theorem it is enough to show that
the assumptions in the proposition imply the S hlieder property. Using ideas from [15℄, Summers shows
in [21℄ that to prove the S hlieder property, it is enough to prove it for proje tions only (for a qui k
argument also see [12℄); so let A 2 A(V1 ); B 2 A(V2 ) be arbitrary non-zero proje tions. We must show
that AB 6= 0. Consider now the va uum state X 7! h 0 ; X 0i = 0 (X ). One of the following three
equations holds.

h 0 ; AB 0 i > h 0 ; A 0 ih 0 ; B 0 i
h 0 ; AB 0 i = h 0 ; A 0 ih 0 ; B 0 i
h 0 ; AB 0 i < h 0 ; A 0 ih 0 ; B 0 i

(16)
(17)
(18)
The right hand sides of all of the above equations is stri tly positive by the Reeh-S hlieder theorem,
therefore if either (16) or (17) is the ase then h 0 ; AB 0 i > 0, and so AB 6= 0. If equation (18) is the
ase, then one he ks easily that
h 0 ; A? B 0 i > h 0 ; A? 0 ih 0 ; B 0 i
(19)
By assumption there is a genuinely probabilisti ommon ause of the orrelation (19), i.e. there exists
a C proje tion in a lo al algebra A(V ), V  BLC (V1 ) \ BLC (V2 ) su h that C ommutes with both A
and B , C 6 A? , C 6 B and su h that

h 0 ; A? BC 0 i
h 0; C 0i
h 0 ; A? BC ? 0 i
h 0; C ? 0i
h 0 ; A? C 0 i
h 0; C 0i
h 0 ; BC 0 i
h 0; C 0i

?
0i
= h h0 ; A; CC i0 i hh 0 ; ;BC
C
0
0
0
0i

(20)

? 0i
? ?
= h h0 ; A; CC? i0 i hh 0 ; ;BC
? 0i
0
0
0 C

(21)

>

(22)

h 0 ; A? C ? 0 i
h 0; C 0i
h 0 ; BC ? 0 i
>
h 0; C 0i

(23)

By an elementary rewriting of (20) one an verify easily that the following also holds:

h 0 ; ABC 0 i = h 0 ; AC 0 i h 0 ; BC 0 i
(24)
h 0; C 0i
h 0; C 0i h 0; C 0i
h 0 ; BC 0 i is non-zero by (23), hen e, if h 0 ; AC 0 i is shown to be non-zero, then the right hand side
of (24) is not equal to zero, and the proof is then omplete. If h 0 ; AC 0 i were equal to zero then (sin e
AC is a proje tor, hen e non negative) AC = 0 would follow by the Reeh-S hlieder Theorem, but AC = 0
implies C  A? , whi h an not be the ase, sin e C was assumed to be a genuinely probabilisti ommon

ause of the orrelation (19).
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5 Con luding remarks
Statisti al independen e is a property that is typi ally expe ted to hold for lo al algebras pertaining to
spa elike separated, i.e. ausally dis onne ted spa etime regions. The S reening o Prin iple, on the
other hand, involves ausally onne ted regions/algebras. The Proposition onne ts the two notions, and
it shows that C  -independen e of spa elike separated algebras is ne essary for the S reening o Prin iple
(in the genuinely probabilisti sense) to hold in ARQFT. (It s also lear from the proof that Proposition
remains valid by repla ing the va uum state by any other faithful state.) It has been proved re ently
that in the ontext of ARQFT C  -independen e, W  -independen e and stri t lo ality are equivalent [4℄.
It follows then that validity of the S reening o Prin iple in ARQFT (in the probabilisti sense) implies
both W  -independen e and stri t lo ality of the lo al algebras on ned in spa elike separated spa etime
regions. However, the proof of the Proposition also indi ates that C  -independen e (hen e also W  independen e and stri t lo ality) is unlikely to be suÆ ient for the S reening o Prin iple to hold: One
of the properties of the probabilisti ommon ause, namely that the ommon ause C belongs to the
ommon ausal past of the orrelated events, was not used in inferring the C  -independen e property.
Sin e the S reening o Prin iple appears to be stronger than C  -independen e, a natural question
is, whether it implies stronger independen e onditions. It is known [4℄ that W  -independen e in the
produ t sense (hen e also the so- alled \split property", see [21℄ for the de nition) is a stri tly stronger
independen e ondition than W  -independen e. If W  -independen e in the produ t sense or the split
property ould be inferred from the S reening o Prin iple, then one ould on lude that the S reening
o Prin iple does not hold in general, sin e it is known that the split property fails for tangent spa etime
regions (see [20℄). It is not known, whether the S reening o Prin iple implies any of the stronger
statisti al independen e onditions. Most pressing would be to know, however, whether the S reening o
Prin iple an hold at all, at least for some pairs of spa elike separated regions.
In a re ent paper Belnap and Szabo have proved that the non-probabilisti superluminal orrelations
o urring in the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) situation do not have a non-probabilisti ommon
ommon ause [1℄. The results on the violation of Bell's inequality in ARQFT imply that the \same" is
true also in the present ase: If for a given state  there exists a single, ommon probabilisti ommon
ause C (in the sense of De nition) of all orrelations predi ted by , then the C - onditioned state (jC )
is a produ t state a ross the algebras A(V1 ); A(V2 ). Sin e a produ t state satis es Bell's inequality,
and sin e for tangent spa elike separated wedge and double one regions every normal state maximally
violates Bell's inequality [20℄, there exists no normal state over lo al algebras in the said regions su h
that the orrelations predi ted by it have a ommon ommon ause. But the assumption that all the
superluminal orrelations predi ted by a given state in ARQFT have a ommon ommon ause, seems
totally unwarranted. Not only isn't there anything in the Rei henba hian notion of ommon ause that
would justify this assumption, the ommon ause prin iple doesn't even seem to ontain any hint as to how
the di erent ommon auses C ; C
: : : of di erent orrelated pairs (A0 ; B 0 ); (A00 ; B 00 ) : : : (possibly
ontaining even in ompatible elements) might be related to ea h other. This dependen e of the ommon
ause on the pair of the orrelated events and the unrelatedness of the auses of orrelations of di erent
event-pairs not only simply blo ks the inferen e from the assumption of existen e of ommon auses to
the value of the Bell orrelation, but it makes un lear in whi h state one should he k the value of the
Bell orrelation: given a state, the va uum 0 say, and assuming that there exist probabilisti ommon
auses C ; C
: : : of all the orrelated pairs (A0 ; B 0 ); (A00 ; B 00 ) : : : we have the onditioned states
0 (jC
); 0 (jC
) : : :. Whi h of these states should satisfy Bell's inequality (10)? In fa t we
know (sin e all these states are normal) that ea h violates Bell's inequality (10) (for omplementary
wedges and spa elike separated tangent double ones). But why shouldn't they { assuming only (12)(15) to hold with A0 ; B 0 ; C 0 ; A00 ; B 00 ; C 00 : : :? In short, under the present spe i ation of Bell's inequality
and Rei henba hian ommon ause, it is impossible to give meaning to the laim \Bell's inequality is
implied by Rei henba h's ommon ause prin iple"; hen e, on the present interpretation, violation of
Bell's inequality does not imply the impossibility of Rei henba hian ommon auses of superluminal
orrelations. Whether su h (not ommon) Rei henba hian probabilisti ommon auses exist in ARQFT
remains an open question, just like in the ase of the non-probabilisti GHZ orrelations.
It should be noted that this on lusion remains valid also in onne tion with Bell's inequality in
standard, non-relativisti quantum me hani s. If the notion of ommon ause is spe i ed in Rei henba h's
spirit as a non- ommon ommon ause, i.e. if it is not assumed that di erent orrelated event pairs in
the standard Bell-Bohm setting have the same ommon ause, then the usual Bell's inequality annot
be derived from the assumption of existen e of ommon auses of orrelations: The standard arguments
0
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in support of the laim that \Bell's inequality is implied by Rei henba h's ommon ause prin iple" (for
instan e the proof given by Van Fraassen [26℄) assume (more or less ta itly) and make essential use of the
assumption that ea h single hidden variable (interpreted as ommon ause) s reens o all orrelations,
i.e. that the hidden variable is a ommon \ ommon ause". While this assumption might be justi able in
a hidden variable framework, the justi ation must involve onsiderations that go beyond Rei henba h's
notion of a statisti al ommon ause.
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